**SET & STRAP ANCHOR DTL.**

1. **CAST STONE CORNICE ATTACHMENT AT STUCCO**
   - With pin & strap and blind set anchors

2. **PROFILE: JULIEN**
   - UNIT ID: #16330
   - 1" DIA. X 1 1/8" HOLE W/PIN & STRAP ANCHOR
   - FIELD DRILLED HOLE W/BIND SET ANCHOR. SEAL ALL WATERPROOFING PENETRATIONS, TYP.

**STUCCO**

**STD 3/8" MORTAR JOINT**

**SCALE: N.T.S.**
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**NOTE:**

These drawings are suggested installation details only; all attachments, steel sizes, gauge thickness, and anchor sizes should be calculated by a structural engineer; we are not liable for installation of any kind.